
Typography and text design

for

science editors



Designing effective documents

A communication is effective if its ‘wording, 

structure, and design are so clear that the 

intended audience can easily find what they 

need, understand what they find, and use that 

information’.

From definition adopted by International Plain 

Language Working Group



Blunder at the Oscar awards ceremony

It was the greatest mistake in Academy 

Awards history. Moonlight . . . won over La 

La Land . . . but Moonlight’s win was 

overshadowed by a massive blunder which 

saw Faye Dunaway announce La La Land as 

the Best Picture. 







Good practice: Abstract in larger font

Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine







From font to a published document

■ Letters: font (typeface)

■ Words, spacing between words

■ Lines: length, line endings

■ Paragraphs: line spacing, para markers

■ Headings: hierarchy (levels of headings)



Examples of research, 1

■ Characters shown in random sequence

■ Twenty typefaces, 47 characters:

a–z, 0–9, ÷ = + ? % ± $ # @ & !

■ Each character for 34 ms at 1.5 seconds 

■ Scored for accuracy

■ Small c and e: Garamond, 10% correct; Verdana, 

100% correct 



Legibility of small c and e



Examples of research, 2

Top row significantly more legible than bottom row 



Choosing a font, 1

■ Required characters and symbols available

■ Legible at small sizes

■ Clearly distinguishable characters

■ Easy availability on most devices and systems



Nature journal redesigned, 1

‘Science sorely needs best practices in visual 

communication as well as in information design,

a mature field with quantitative methods.’

— Kelly Krause, Creative Director, Nature



Nature journal redesigned, 2



Nature journal redesigned, 3: Harding’s range of characters



Required characters, 1



Required characters, 2



Choosing a font, 2

■ Appropriate ‘atmosphere’ value: formal, informal, 

technical, elegant, neutral, funky, . . .



From highly format to very informal



Comic Sans



Use well-designed fonts: I l 1 test



Fonts for small sizes, 1

▪ Minuscule, by Thomas Huot-Marchand

Five versions, optimized for 2–6 points

6 (Minuscule Six), 5 (Cinq), 4 (Quatre),

3 (Trois), and 2 (Deux)

▪ Bell Centennial, by Mathew Carter

for telephone directories



Fonts for small sizes, 2



Fonts for large sizes

▪ Quarto meant for use at 16 points or larger.

▪ ClearView for US highway signs: easier to read at 

long distances and in darkness



Typefaces without serifs and with serifs

I N D

I N D



Apex of capital A



Lowercase (small) g



Dot on small i and j



Avoid spacing lowercase letters



Spacing between words: even right edge but variable word spacing

At the very back of the eye is the retina, which

is the image-detecting zone. If you look at the retina

under a microscope, there is a tangle of cells

seemingly forming a jumbled mass that looks

somewhat like a net—hence the name retina, from

the Latin rete for ‘net’. These cells in the retina

respond to changes of light.



Spacing between words: uneven right edge but uniform word spacing

At the very back of the eye is the retina, which is the 

image-detecting zone. If you look at the retina under 

a microscope, there is a tangle of cells seemingly 

forming a jumbled mass that looks a little like a 

net—hence the name retina, from the Latin rete for 

‘net’. These cells in the retina respond to changes of 

light.



How we read, 1

Larson 2004



How we read, 2

■ Fixate on spot, pause to absorb text, jump to next spot 

. . . sweep back to the beginning of next line.

■ Fixations (200–250 ms) alternating with saccades, or 

jumps (20–35 ms); fixations always within a word

■ Only 10–12 letters per saccade: 3 or 4 to the left of 

fixation, 7 or 8 to the right

■ Scanning ahead to the right for the next ‘landing site’



Adjust line length

“Reading a long line of type causes fatigue: the reader 

must move his head at the end of each line and search 

for the beginning of the next line. … Too short a line 

breaks up words or phrases that are generally read as 

a unit.”

James Craig, Designing with Type



Adjust line length and line spacing

■ Lines too long: lines skipped or read twice

■ Lines too short: tired eyes because of constant 

focusing and re-focusing

■ Optimum length: 65 characters including spaces 

between words

■ Line length: margins and font size

■ Lines too close: dense-looking page



Avoid long lines and skimpy margins

Average length of full lines: 138 characters



Adjust line length: columns

■ Single column: conventional, book-like, line length 

critical, good for plain text (without tables, figures, etc.)

■ Double column: manageable line length, smaller font

■ Two unequal columns: narrow for headings,

wide for text

■ Three columns: more magazine-like; suitable for non-

text adjuncts (photos, ‘pull quotes’, tables, notes, etc.)



Single column: examples



Three columns: magazine style



Less effective use of three columns



Signalling new paragraphs: extra space between paragraphs



Problem with extra spacing between paragraphs

What if this para were 
to end the page?



Extra space between paragraphs instead of indent

Heading appears to 
apply to only first para



Hierarchy of headings

■ Subtext: footnotes, references, etc.

■ Body text

■ Headings

■ Article or chapter title

■ Progressively higher prominence from subtext to title



Establishing hierarchy with various cues

■ Space

■ Alignment and indents

■ Typeface (text, with serifs; headings, without) 

■Size (in points)

■ Weight: bold or normal

■ Posture: italics or roman (normal)

■ Colour



Hierarchy of headings



Headings and subheadings, 1



Headings and subheadings, 2



Headings and subheadings, 3



Headings and subheadings, 4



Headings and subheadings, 5





First-line after heading: no indent



Alignment to signal importance



Avoid equal space above and below a heading



More space above; less space below



More space above; less below



Headings cramped; not easy to distinguish between levels



Centred heads need to be short



Run-on headings; no punctuation required



Bold works well in run-on headings; no punctuation required



Inconsistently formatted run-on headings



Run-on headings on steroids



Avoid making headings too large compared to body text

References can yet be 
set in single column



Effective use of colour



Effective use of colour



Less effective use of colour





Avoid title case for headings

■ Avoid This Style for Headings

■ Conflicting advice on which words to cap

■ Difference only of case not salient enough

■ “Crucially, it [letterbox area of the brain] reacts in 

the same way regardless of whether the words 

appear in same case . . . or in different case”

— Stanislas Dehaene, in Reading in the Brain



Refined typography: true small caps



Refined typography: shortened forms in spaced small caps



Refined typography: case-sensitive brackets



Refined typography: ligatures

■ Common ligatures: ffi, ffl, fi, fl, ff



Refined typography: ligatures



Refined typography: better spacing between characters



Refined typography: appropriate choice of numerals



Refined typography: appropriate choice of numerals

Lining, tabular
(with capitals)

Non-lining, tabular
(with small caps)

Non-lining, proportionate
(with small caps)



Refined typography: size-specific proportions in fonts

■ Fonts do not scale proportionately.

■ Smaller sizes: sturdier characters (thicker strokes) 

and more liberal spacing between characters

■ Sitka: Banner (>27.5 pt), Display (23.5–27.5 pt), 

Heading (18.5–23.5 pt), Subheading (13.5–18.5 pt), 

Text (9.5–13.5 pt), Small (<9.5 pt)



Refined typography: size-specific proportions in fonts



All-caps or full caps less readable



Refined typography: properly kerned pairs of letters



Examples of research, 3

“We conducted six studies that found two measures 

that successfully detect aesthetic differences: 

improved performance on creative cognitive tasks

after text is optimized, and reduced activation in the 

corrugator muscle that is associated with frowning.”

Larson K et al. 2007. Measuring the aesthetics of reading,

pp. 51–56 in People and Computers XX–Engage. London: Springer.



Automating is possible



Some observations by judges: Charlesworth awards for journal design

“The commonest faults noted over the past three years 
include the following. (1) The basic  design is good, but 

it  has not been well implemented in detail. For 

example, word spacing and hyphenation may  need 

more attention, and the relationship between headings 

and sub-headings may be unbalanced. (2) Navigation,  

especially between text  and graphics, is not as clear as 

it might be. (3) Text  layout is suboptimal - either  there 

is too much  text  on  the  page  for  easy  reading,  or 

there is too little, leaving excessive margins.”



Re-designing reference lists assuming digital access

■ Dispense with initials of authors

■ One column for names of authors and year of 

publication; another column for the rest (to echo 

Harvard-style citations in text)

■ Bold for titles of papers, chapters, etc.

■ ‘Sense lining’ (separate lines for different elements)

■ Embedded links



Re-designing reference lists assuming digital access



https://practicaltypography.com/



www.thinkingwithtype.com





https://practicaltypography.com/















www.simplificationcentre.org.uk



Recommended reading

Technical papers from the Simplification Centre, UK

■ No. 2 What makes a good document?

■ No. 5 Benchmarking everyday documents

■ No. 7 What do people notice about their documents?

■ No. 8 Criteria for clear documents: a survey

■ No. 9 Choosing a typeface for reading



Recommended reading

■ Dehaene S. 2019. Reading in the Brain: the new science of 

how we read. New York: Viking (Penguin Group). 388 pp.

■ Butterick M. 2018. Typography for Lawyers., 2nd edn. 

O’Connors (Thompson Reuters). 240 pp.

■ Black A, Luna P, Lund O, Walker S. 2017. Information 

Design: research and practice. London: Routledge. 750 pp.



Recommended reading

■ Hyndman S. 2016. Why Fonts Matter. London: Virgin 

Books (Penguin). 144 pp.

■ Lupton E (ed.). 2014. Type on Screen. New York: Princeton 

Architectural Press. 208 pp.

■ Felici J. 2012. The Complete Manual of Typography: a 

manual for setting perfect type, 2nd edn. Berkeley, 

California: Peachpit (Adobe Press). 374 pp.



Recommended reading

■ Kadavy D. 2011. Design for Hackers: reverse-engineering 

beauty. Chichester, UK: John Wiley. 338 pp.

■ American Institute for Research. 1981. Guidelines for 

Document Designers. Washington, DC: A I R. 108 pp.



Good typography is good manners:

making the type legible,

making the headings easy to spot,

making the tables easy to read.

In short, being considerate to your readers.

— Robert Waller



Here’s wishing you

the very best

yateendra .joshi@gmail .com


